Power your
transformation
with Rite
One-Stop Oracle Consulting Services

About Rite
We're a global IT solutions provider constantly striving to improve outcomes
by finding more innovative solutions for business problems. We are an
Oracle Partner and Oracle cloud-built partner with significant experience in
implementing outstanding solutions for you while also delivering strategic
IT solutions for clients facing complex challenges involving cloud
applications, cloud infrastructure, analytics, digital transformation, and
everything under the sun.

Applications
With our best-practice-driven approach and proven implementation methodology. RiteSoftware is your trusted partner in your digital
transformation journey. We have extensive experience implementing, upgrading and supporting ERP applications across industries.
Rich experience in helping customers with mergers and acquisitions of ERP projects.

We provide end-to-end consulting services for the following application suites:
Oracle
ERP Cloud

Oracle
HCM Cloud

Oracle
PPM Cloud

Oracle
SCM Cloud

Oracle
NetSuite

Salesforce

Oracle
E-Business Suite

Oracle
PeopleSoft

Analytics & Business Intelligence
We are experts in building and supporting integrated data frameworks for the organization's transactional and reporting needs. Our
experience in building high-performance transactional databases and flexible near-real-time, search-friendly reporting databases
is commendable.
Connect your data and unify your analytics across multiple ERP, HCM and CRM systems through a single, cross-functional,
extensible data model.

Supported systems/tools:

OBIEE/OBIA

OAC/OAS

FAW

Power BI

Tableau

Staﬀ Augmentation Services
Rite is not a typical placement agency; At Rite, we evaluate core skills, soft skills and office etiquettes that are
essential for the required job/role.
 We provide highly qualified talents to address

complex business processes and IT solutions.
 Rite carefully screens resources and works with

enterprises to fully understand business requirements
and provide the best help.

 Provide rapid response to our customer needs.
 Flexible pricing plans and work schedules.
 We hire from our well-curated strong network.

Applications Managed Services
We manage the day-to-day running and optimization of your applications and infrastructure so that you're free to
focus on innovation.
Maintenance
We manage routine system
administration with a 24x7
support model, including
setup, configuration, access
control, and user provisioning.

Support Model
Our flexible resource
deployment model combines
the cost benefits of offshore
services with the security and
simplicity of onshore support.

Enhancements
We improve system performance by
implementing new functionality that
isn't part of your original
specifications, such as creating new
reports, configuration changes, etc.

Upgrades
We perform upgrades with detailed reports
showing the impact on your environment,
minimizing downtime, and ensuring that your
systems are always up-to-date. We reduce
transition efforts while ensuring that your
users are equipped to deal with the changes.

Process Improvements
We conduct root cause
analysis of incidents and
provide corrective actions with
regular reporting and periodic
performance audits, delivering
continuous improvement.

Security
We help you avoid security risks
and protect your investment by
ensuring your systems are
always up-to-date and
upgraded to the latest versions.

Our Managed Services include:
 Oracle E-Business Suite

 Oracle BI Managed Services

 Oracle Cloud Applications

 Oracle NetSuite ERP

 Managed Services for Tableau and
Power BI

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Migrations
EBS Lift & Shift Migrations to OCI

PeopleSoft Lift & Shift Migrations to OCI

 Complete migrations of EBS
instance onto OCI

 Quick and seamless migration without
re-architecture

 Reduce capital expenditure by
eliminating unnecessary hardware

 Significant savings by eliminating upfront
hardware, facilities, admin, and support costs

 30% better performance and 2-10x
faster reporting

BI Lift & Shift to OCI
 Achieve data warehouse and analytics flexibility
 Improve decision making with real-time data
and reports on the go

Complimentary
Lift and Shift
Services with
3 YEAR
Managed Service
contract.

ERP Tech Capabilities
We can help you connect and integrate your mission-critical on-premise and SaaS applications as well as
back-office applications – both Oracle and non-Oracle.
Oracle Integration Cloud
With Oracle Integration, we help
you to integrate your cloud and
on-premises applications,
automate business processes, gain
insight, develop visual applications,
use an SFTP-compliant file server
to store and retrieve files.

OCI Skills
We maintain a team of the most
skilled and Certified Cloud
Developers and well-experienced
DBA/Linux Administrators with
vast knowledge in OCI servers.
Our experts can develop a
comprehensive cloud workload
migration strategy tailored to
meet your requirements.

Oracle SOA Suite 12c
With Oracle SOA Suite 12c, we provide Cloud and
On-Premise integration, mobile enablement,
bridging IoT, and scalability.

Oracle BI Publisher
We help create pixel-perfect
reports on the go using any data
source, view reports online, and
generate hundreds of reports
without impacting your systems.
Oracle Visual Builder Cloud
Service (VBCS)
With Oracle VBCS, we offers
powerful visual app design
tools to create and customize
your applications and
extensions with a unified
development approach.

Oracle Application Express (APEX)
With Oracle APEX assist you in
building scalable, secure enterprise
applications that can be deployed to
solve business problems without
having to become experts in several
complex technologies.

Database & Linux Admin Services
Our end-to-end Oracle Database and Linux support services help you control costs, reduce operational risks, and
optimize your database infrastructure. We offer customizable solutions and various support packages that address
specific organizational needs and are tailored to suit your goals and budget.
Database / Operating Systems - Upgrades and Migrations
Linux Admin Services
Database Upgrades and Migrations

 Oracle Enterprise Linux (OEL) support

 Oracle Applications DBA R12 Upgrade

 Solaris Support

 DB Upgrade support (ex: 12c to 19c)

 OS upgrade services

 Apps Upgrade support (ex: 11i to 12.2.x)

 Oracle Virtual Machines (OVM) support
 On-going support

Performance Monitoring and Tuning
 24x7x365 proactive monitoring
and support for your databases
Flexible support plans
 Support based on your business
needs
 Customized support models
based on your goals and budgets
 Augment your existing support
teams

Rite Products


Cloud Miner is a fast and powerful
GUI-based Oracle SaaS Cloud query
tool



CloudMiner is easy to install and use. It
saves time and effort



CloudMiner talks to all Oracle Cloud
SaaS Applications (HCM, ERP, SCM,
PPM, etc.)





The tool uses a native desktop
interface that runs reliably and
efficiently against Oracle SaaS Cloud
PODs Such as Dev, Test, Prod, etc.
The results are displayed within
seconds as a traditional on-premise
database query tool

RiteAnalytics is a cloud-based analytics
solution for your business applications that
helps uncover actionable insights with
ready-to-use, personalized KPIs. Connect
your data and unify your analytics across
multiple ERP and CRM systems through a
built-in integration for oracle cloud and
Oracle single, cross-functional, extensible
data model.

ConvertRite brings the power to convert data
from any ERP into Oracle Cloud. ConvertRite
is a PaaS or Solutions to secure clients'
confidential data in highly protected, HIPPA
compliant, and secure systems managed by
Oracle itself.
Key Features:


No back-end script and configuration
based data conversion



Template-based design for data
mapping between source & cloud
applications



Pre-built adaptors for Oracle E-Business
Suite and NetSuite applications



Automated FBDI/HDL creations



In-built project management to manage
end-to-end conversions



Robust source to destination
reconciliations



Dashboard



TimeRite is a crew time entry
application.



Integration with the punch-in system
such as Kronos System and also
supports multiple works schedule.



Designed to suit industries such as Oil &
Gas and Engineering



The offline time entry option is available



Integrates with Projects & Payroll
systems using OTL

We support the following functions:


Finance



Marketing



HR



Sales



Supply Chain

Pre-built Analytics:


Oracle E-Business Suite



Oracle Cloud Applications



Oracle NetSuite

GET IN TOUCH:
Global Head Quarters (US)

16000 Park Ten Place, Suite 702, Houston, TX – 77084
Offshore Development Center (India)

Unit E, 5th Floor, Spaces & More, Business Park 7, Lumbini Enclave,
Gachibowli, Hyderabad, Telangana – 500032

 +1 281 203 3055 |  sales@ritesoftware.com |  www.ritesoftware.com

